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Abstract

In this paper, the knock phenomenon is studied and characterized by time-frequency
analysis and a new definition that is capable of differentiating normal combustion
from autoignition of the end gas, is proposed. The new definition permits detecting
low-knocking cycles, and consequently, more knocking information is available for
updating knock models or for improving knock control strategies.

The new definition of knock is implemented online in a four stroke SI engine
and its performance is illustrated by using a classical knock control strategy. Re-
sults obtained under different operating conditions demonstrate that the improved
knock definition can substantially reduce the dispersion of Spark advance angle
control and reach higher mean values, obtaining then, higher combustion efficien-
cies and reducing engine vibration.

I. Introduction

Knock is an abnormal phenomena in Spark Ignited engines (SI) caused by
the spontaneous autoignition of the end gas. Because of the rapid combus-
tion of the end gas, knock heavily excites in-cylinder pressure resonant waves,
producing important pressure oscillations. As a consequence, knock is an un-5

desirable phenomena, which reduces the engine efficiency, produces vibration
noise and at some operating conditions can damage the engine [1, 2, 3].

Knock has a random nature and cannot be precisely predicted [4, 5]. Not
only because of the cycle-by-cycle pressure fluctuatuions [6], but also the ran-10

dom nature of knock is attributed to some unobservable effects, such as resid-
ual mass variations or temperature hot spots [7, 8, 9]. Consequently, accurate
knock prediction is almost unaffordable for real applications and current im-
plemented control algorithms are based on stochastic rules.

15
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In SI engines the main control parameter is the spark advance angle, be-
cause other controls, such as the throttle or air tu fuel ratio (λ), are already
restricted by the load and the catalyst efficiency [10]. Several authors worked
on knock control strategies in order to maintain knock at a desirable level,
but trying to advance the spark angle as much as possible to improve engine20

efficiency [11, 12, 13].

The most spread technique is the classical knock control strategy [14, 15].
Classical knock control consists on advancing the spark angle by an amount,
Kadv, to improve engine efficiency, and retarding a higher amount, kret, when25

a knocking cycle is detected, in order to avoid engine damage. The time re-
sponse of the controller is defined by kadv, while the percentage of knocking
events, is characterized by the ratio between kadv and kret.

Knock detection is crucial for conventional controller performance: false30

detection of knocking cycles will lower the engine efficiency while detection
failures can lead to engine damage. Despite the applicability of other sen-
sors, such as ion sensors or accelerometers [16, 17, 18], the most precise tech-
niques are based on in-cylinder pressure sensors [1, 19]. Different knock de-
tection techniques have been published, and despite some exceptions [20],35

knock detection is normally computed by quantifying the pressure oscilla-
tions [21, 22, 23]: some authors use the frequency domain while others apply
a band-pass to the pressure signal at the resonant frequency range and detect
the maximum amplitude pressure oscillation. Afterwards, the index is com-
pared with a pre-settled threshold: that knock thereshold must be sufficiently40

high to avoid pressure oscillations caused by combustion [24], but as small as
possible to detect weak knocking cycles [25].

As Peyton Jones et al. shown in [26], weak knocking cycles detection would
substantially improve knock control algorithms. Nevertheless, normal com-45

bustion can be confused with autoignition of a low thereshold is chosen. Some
authors have pointed out the importance of time-frequency analysis when try-
ing to differentiate all the phenomena appearing in a combustion chamber,
such as valve noise, combustion or knock [27, 28, 29]. However, none method
published is capable of distinguishing between combustion and autoignition50

while providing a knock evaluation Index for on-board processing and con-
trol.

The present paper includes an insight on the knock phenomena by time-
frequency analysing in-cylinder pressure signals at different operating con-55

ditions. It proposes a new knock definition by comparing autoignition with
combustion resonant excitation. Finally the methodology was implemented
online in a conventional four stroke SI engine, showing improvements in effi-
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ciency and knock control.
60

The article is organized as follows: next section presents the experimen-
tal layout and the test performed employed along the article to illustrate the
main concepts and for validating the new definition. Section three is aimed to
highlight the main characteristics of knocking by analysing its time-frequency
response. Then, section four harnesses some of the insights presented in sec-65

tion three to propose a method capable of detecting the autoignition of the
endgas. The new definition is used in conjunction of the classical knock con-
trol strategy and a comparison between the conventional definition is shown
in section four. Finally the main contributions of the method are summarized
in the last section.70

II. Experimental set-up

A four stroke SI engine was used to analyse knock and validate the new
definition proposed. The engine is equipped with a turbocharger, a Variable
Valve camshaft and direct gasoline injection. Gasoline injection timing was set
at 270 CAD before Top Dead Center (TDC), while Intake Valve Closing (IVC)75

was set at 180 CAD before TDC. The main characteristics of the engine are
summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Main engine characteristics

Units Value
Cylinders [-] 3
Combustion type [-] SI
Unitary displacement [cc] 499.6
Bore [mm] 82
Compression ratio [-] 10.1:1

Tests were performed at stoichiometric conditions by closed loop control-
ling the amount of injected fuel with a lambda sensor at the exhaust. The
air mass flow was measured by a hot film anemometer and controlled by a80

waste-gate valve at the turbocharger.

The resonant frequencies ( fres), primarily responsable of knock, were stud-
ied by C.S. Draper for a cylindrical combustion chamber in 1938 [30]. The
first radial modes are function of the engine size and the in-cylinder speed of85

sound and follow:

fres =
kba

πD
(1)
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where kb is the Bessel constant of the mode, a is the speed of sound and D the
engine bore.

Since then, Drapers equation was verified and used in different applica-90

tions [31, 32] and it is the main indicator for locating the knocking frequencies
[33, 34]. In the case of the engine described before, the most important reso-
nant frequencies vibrate between 4 kHz and 20 kHz.

The Maximum Amplitude Pressure Oscillation (MAPO) index was used as95

a knock reference indicator. Among all the existing knocking indices, MAPO
is the most employed because it quantifies the pressure oscillations by simple
operations. It was defined as:

MAPO = max |pbp| (2)

where pbp is the pressure signal filtered with a 4th order Butterworth band-100

pass filter between 4kHz and 20kHz.

Two tests were performed, both at constant air mass flow and engine speed,
for illustration and validation purposes:

• Steady state: The spark advance was maintained constant at different105

values, ranging from 0 to 13 CAD before TDC, to obtain different knock-
ing conditions.

• Conventional knock control: The spark advance was closed loop con-
trolled by following the conventional knock control strategy for differ-110

ent settings of knock probability and time response, by using the con-
ventional knock definition (based on the MAPO index) and the new
proposed definition.

Figures 1 and 2 show the spark advance control and the resulting MAPO
for both tests at 1500 rpm and 590 mg/str of air mass flow.115

III. Knock characterization

The autoignition of the end gas is characterized by in-cylinder chamber
conditions and can be modelled by an Arrhenius-like function [35, 36, 37],
such as:120

τ = k1e
k3

Tub pk2
ub (3)
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Figure 1: Steady state test by running spark advance steps

Figure 2: Validation test by running conventional control strategy

where τ is the ignition delay, pub and Tub are the pressure and temperature of
the unburned gasses and k1, k2 and k3 are constants defining the autoignition
process.

Autoignition is produced when:125

∫ 1
τ
= 1 (4)

Conventional Knock is produced because SI combustion increases the tem-
perature and pressure of the unburned gases reaching the autoignition point.
Because of the exponential in equation 3, the main contribution for autoigni-
tion is near the End Of Combustion (EOC), where the maximum pressure and
temperature are located.130

Both phenomena, SI combustion and knock, excite in-cylinder pressure
resonance. However, SI combustion is controlled and has low cycle-by-cycle
variations, while knocking has a random nature producing large variations of
resonance excitation.135

Figure 3 shows the Heat Released Rate (HRR), the unburned temperature
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and the pressure of a normal cycle and a knocking cycle, both at 590 mg/str
of air mass flow, 1500 rpm of engine speed and the spark advance set at 13
CAD before TDC.140

CAD CAD TDC TDC 

Combustion: HRRmax 
Combustion: HRRmax 

Autoignition of end gas: Tubmax 

No knock With knock Figure 3: A normal cycle (left) and a knocking cycle (right), both at 1500 rpm and
an air mass flow of 590 mg/str

It can be noticed that resonance excitation due to combustion is similar in
both cycles, but the consequences of autoignition are absolutely different and
appear near the EOC. To differentiate these two phenomena time-frequency
analysis is required.145

In this work Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) will be used. STFT is the
most spread method for studying non-stationary signals [29, 38]. It consists
on performing a Fourier transform in a small part of the signal to obtain the
frequency spectrum at that time. In this work a Blackman-Harris window of150

2.625 ms length (24 CAD at 1500 rpm) was used for dividing the pressure
signal. The STFT amplitude is defined as:

PSTFT(t, f ) = |F [p(τ)h(τ − t)]| (5)

where h(τ − t) is the window function at time t and F[p(τ)] is the Fourier
transform of the signal p(τ).

155

Figure 4 shows the frequency spectrum of the pressure signals shown in
figure 3. It must be noticed that with no-knocking conditions (left plot) fre-
quencies are only excited near the maximum HRR (near TDC), however, on
the right plot the most important resonance excitation is produced near the
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EOC (around 10 CAD after TDC), because of the autoignition of the end-gas.160

After the frequencies are excited only the resonant modes vibrate in the cham-
ber, specially the first radial mode (between 6 and 8 kHz).
Normally the lower resonant frequencies prevail in front of the higher ones,

CAD CAD TDC 
TDC 

Combustion: HRRmax 
Combustion: HRRmax 

Autoignition of end gas: Tubmax 

Figure 4: STFT spectrum of a normal cycle (left) and a knocking cycle (right)

because higher frequencies are damped faster. However, depending on the
pressure sensor location and the combustion excitation, higher modes can165

also be representative of the pressure oscillation [39]. To take into account, at
least, the three first resonant modes, while avoiding combustion and pseudo-
motored frequencies [40], resonance was contemplated between 4kHz and
20kHz. The frequency spectrum was then integrated between that bandwidth
to obtain the resonance amplitude evolution:170

Pres(t) =
∫ 20kHz

4kHz
PSTFT(t, f )d f (6)

Figure 5 shows the resonance amplitude evolution calculated from equa-
tion 6 for the two pressure signals shown in figure 3. In the knocking cycle
autoignition is clearly visible after the maximum pressure is achieved, while
combustion resonance provoke an oscillation of 0.2 bar in both cycles.

175

Finally, two main conclusions are stated:

1. Resonance due to combustion is maximum at the maximum HRR loca-
tion.

2. Autoignition is produced after SI combustion, because of the high tem-
peratures achieved in the unburned gases.180
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CAD CAD TDC TDC 

Combustion: HRRmax 
Combustion: HRRmax 

Autoignition of end gas: Tubmax 

No knock With knock 

Figure 5: Resnonace amplitude evolution during a normal cycle (left) and a knocking
cycle (right)

IV. New knock definition

The new knock definition proposed is based on considering that the res-
onance at the maximum heat released must be higher than at the maximum
unburned temperature (near EOC), if no autoignition is produced. To sep-
arate combustion from autoignition two windows at different locations are185

used: the first one centred at the maximum HRR (wC) and the second one
after the maximum pressure (wA). Figure 6 illustrate the proposed locations
for the windows. In this work the same Blackman-Harris than at the STFT was
used.
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Figure 6: Band-passed pressure signal of a knocking cycle and the two windows pro-
posed

Once the signal is divided in two parts, the resonance amplitude is com-190
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puted by employing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and integrating the signal
over the resonant frequencies, obtaining two different indexes (IC and IA).
Then, knock is detected only when the resonant content of the second win-
dow is higher than the first one. Figure 7 systematizes the entire procedure
for computing knock.195
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Figure 7: Scheme of the proposed procedure for knock estimation

Figure 8 shows 49 consecutive cycles at the same operating conditions (590
mg/str of air mass flow and 1500 rpm), when setting the spark advance at
6 CAD before TDC (left plot) and at 13 CAD before TDC (right plot). The
maximum resonance amplitude location is plotted in conjunction of the max-200

imum HRR location and the maximum unburned temperature location and
the knocking cycles detected by the MAPO index and by the new definition
are pointed pout with red dots and black crosses respectively. In left plot,
where the spark advance was set at 6 CAD before TDC, no knocking cycles
are identified and the maximum resonance is always located around the max-205

imum HRR. But in the right plot, where the spark advance was set at 13 CAD
before TDC, several knocking events are identified. The new definition identi-
fied 15 knocking cycles, while the MAPO indicator only 3. In all the knocking
cycles the maximum resonance location was found after the maximum pres-
sure, while most of the non-knocking cycles had their maximum resonance210

amplitude near the maximum HRR.

I. Comparison with MAPO

The main problem of MAPO indicator is confusing knocking cycles with
cycles with high resonance excitation due to combustion. Figure 9 shows215

the MAPO probability distributions for different SA settings and the selected
threshold. Selecting a lower threshold would imply misleading some knock-
ing cycles, while a higher threshold would not be able to detect weak knocking
cycles.

220

With the new definition proposed the two phenomena can be distinguished:
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SA = 6 CAD SA = 13 CAD 

Figure 8: Maximum resonance, maximum HRR and maximum unburned tempera-
ture locations for 49 consecutive cycles at two SA seetings: 6 CAD before
TDC (left plot) and 13 CAD before TDC (right plot)
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Figure 9: MAPO probability distributions over different SA steps

1. Combustion resonance excitation is estimated through IC and has low
variability. It depends on the chamber conditions, the load and the com-
bustion characteristics.

2. Autoignition is detected when IA > IC and its amplitude has a large225

variability depending on the amount of fuel autoignited.

Figure 10 shows 50 consecutive cycles at different SA settings: IC depends
only on the operating conditions, but there are not significant variations when
knock occurs. The new definition permits obtaining much more information230

about knocking cycles, while avoids failure detections at low SA settings.
Using a high MAPO threshold causes many type 1 error (false negative),

which ignores many knocking information and reduces the controller capa-
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Figure 10: MAPO, IC and IA over different SA steps

bilities, increasing the Spark Advance variability and favoring high knocking
cycles. Peyton Jones in [26] suggested a lower threshold of MAPO for detect-235

ing weak knocking cycles. However, if the threshold is set too low, a large
amount of type 2 errors (false positive) can be made, even with no-knocking
operating conditions, which would reduce the engine efficiency and the con-
troller efficiency.

240

Figure 11 plots IC and IA for all the cycles recorded at the steady test oper-
ation, where SA was varied from 0 to 13 CAD before TDC. The dashed black
line represents the knocking criteria (IC = IA): the cloud of cycles below that
line (IC > IA) represents the normal SI combustion with lower resonance after
SI combustion due to resonance damping, while in the cycles above (IC < IA)245

an autoignition of the endgas is detected.

Left plot of figure 11 highlights the knocking cycles detected by the MAPO
indicator when using a threshold of 0.4 bar, while right plot illustrates the
consequences of using a threshold of 0.25 bar. Herein, cycles with the two250

errors (type 1 and type 2) are also included. The MAPO threshold of 0.4
bar can not detect weak knocking cycles, but reducing the threshold to 0.25
would imply confusing combustion with autoignition and that will lead to
many type 2 errors.

255

V. Real-time implementation

Both definitions of knock were validated on-line under real operation for
different knocking ratios. Kret was maintained constant and kadv was derived
from:

kadv =
p

1 − p
kret (7)
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Type 1 error Type 2 error 

Figure 11: IC and IA for all SA settings shwon in figure 1, with the normal errors
founded when using the MAPO indicator

where p is the knock probability.260

A summary of the constant chosen for the six tests performed is shown in
table 2. For the MAPO definition a threshold of 0.4 bar was set. The knock
probability changed in both definitions because more knocking events were
detected with the New Definition (ND).

Table 2: Tests performed with conventional knock control

MAPO ND
test 1 test 2 test 3 test 1 test 2 test 3

Kret [CAD] 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.3 0.3 0.3
p [%] 0.1 1 2 0.5 5 10
Kadv [CAD] 0.0015 0.0152 0.0306 0.0015 0.0152 0.0306
time [sec] 3000 500 500 2000 500 500

265

Figure 12 shows the response of the controller for both definitions at the
test 3. It can be seen how the new definition offers much more information
about knock and it improves the controller performance, by having lower SA
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dispersion with the same controller speed (Kadv for advancing and pKret for
retarding).270
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Figure 12: SA output when using knock conventional control using both defintions

The results of all the tests are tabbed at table 3 and the SA output (average
and variability) are plotted in figure 13. The new definition allows the knock
controller performing high SA with less variability, avoiding cycles with high
knocking, which can be dangerous for the engine operation.275

Table 3: Results of the tests performed with conventional knock control

MAPO ND
test 1 test 2 test 3 test 1 test 2 test 3

pND [%] 1.82 8.27 11.85 0.49 4.96 10.00
pMAPO [%] 0.11 1.02 2.02 0.06 0.64 1.53
SA [CAD] 7.96 9.87 10.59 7.34 9.19 10.31
σ(SA) [CAD] 0.90 0.91 1.15 0.33 0.55 0.58
max SA [CAD] 10.13 12.83 14.10 8.22 10.96 12.19
max MAPO [bar] 0.49 0.83 1.62 0.52 0.64 0.80

VI. Conclusions

An analysis of knock is performed by analysing several in-cylinder pres-
sure signals with STFT. The maximum resonant amplitude of normal cycles
was found around the maximum HRR, but when autoignition appears the280

maximum resonant amplitude is found around EOC.

A new definition of knock, based on the comparison between combustion
and autoignition is proposed. The new method uses two windows at different
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Figure 13: SA output when using knock conventional control for both defintions

locations: one centred at the maximum HRR and other after the maximum un-285

burned temperature, and a FFT for analysing the frequency content. Thanks
to the FFT algorithm, the computational burden is slightly higher than the
band-pass filter needed for the MAPO indicator.

The new method proposed permits identifying low-knocking cycles which290

improves the performance of the current knock control algorithms and offers
more information for future model based knock controllers. The conventional
knock control algorithm was used for showing the potential of the new defi-
nition. The new definition was compared with the MAPO indicator showing
better performance at different knock probabilities.295
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